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I'm still alive, but I barely breathe Just praying to God that I do not believe in Because I have time until she got freedom, because when the heart breaks, no, it does not break evenHer the best days were some of my worst She finally met the man who was going to put her first until I was widely awake she had no problem
sleeping because when the heart does not break, do not even break ... Even... No, what do I have to do when the best part of me has always been you? And what do I have to say when I'm dead and you're okay? I fall to pieces, yes, I fall to piecesThey say bad things happen for a reason, but no wise words are going to
stop the bleeding because it has moved on while I'm still grieving And when my heart breaks no, it's not break-even, even ... No, what am I going to do when the best part of me has always been you? And what do I have to say when I'm dead and you're okay? I fall to pieces, yes, I fall to pieces, yes, I fall to pieces (one is
still in love and the other goes away) I fall to pieces (Because when the heart breaks no, it does not break into pieces)Oh, you got his heart and my heart, and none of the pain you took the blame. Now I'm trying to figure out that there's not much left because you left me without love, without love for my name. I'm still
alive, but I barely breathe Just praying to God that I don't believe in, because I have time until she got her freedom, because when my heart breaks, no, it's not a break... No, it won't break no, it's not break-even, no, what am I going to do when the best part of me has always been you? And what do I have to say when
I'm dead and you're okay? (Oh glad you're fine now) I fall to pieces, yes, I fall to pieces, Yes, I fall to pieces (One is still in love and the other goes away) I fall to pieces ('Because when the heart breaks, no, it's not break-even) Oh, it doesn't even break oh, it doesn't even break, it doesn't even break, it doesn't even break,
I'm not even alive but I barely breathe just to pray to God that I do not believe in Because I do not believe in Because when the heart breaks no, it will not break even Her best days will be some of my worst She finally met the person who is going to put her first until I am widely awake she has no problem sleeping,
because when the heart breaks no, it is not breakable Even, no, what should I do when the best part of me has always been you? And what do I have to say when I'm dead and you're okay? I fall to pieces, yes, I fall to pieces They say that bad things happen for a reason, but no wise words will stop the bleeding,
because it has moved on while I am still grieving, and when the heart breaks no, it does not break, even, no, and what will I do when the best part of me has always been you? And what do I have to say when I'm dead and you're okay? I fall to pieces, yes, fall to pieces, yes, I fall to pieces (One (One in love, and the other
goes away) I fall to pieces (Because when the heart breaks no, it's not break-even) Oh, you got his heart and my heart, and none of the pain you took the suitcase, I took the blame Now I tryna sense of facebook that little Ooh 'Because you left me without love and love for my name I'm still alive, but I barely breathe Just
prayin' to God that I do not believe in 'Because I have time until I got freedom' Because when the heart breaks no, it is not a break No, it is not a break, no, no, it does not break, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, what will I do when the best part of me was always you? And what can I say when I'm dead and you're okay?
(Oh glad your well now) I fall to pieces yes I fall to pieces (oh, I fall, fall) Yes, I fall to pieces (one is still in love while the other goes away) I fall to pieces ('Because when the heart breaks no, it's not break-even) Oh, it's not break-even no oh it's not break-even no Daniel O'Donoghue, Mark Sheehan, Stephen Kipner Lyrics
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